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Abstract
The fault localization is one of the time consuming activities in program debugging, so developers are locating faulty code by
ranking program statements according to their likelihood of being faulty. A variety of fault localization techniques utilizing
different types of ranking functions have been proposed in the past. So the programmer identifies those diagnosis strategies for a
long time. After analyzing various information, it failed to prioritize the test cases so it needs an efficient fault localization, which
will diagnosis the localization and prioritize the faults according to its priority. There are several case studies, which improves the
high level of diagnosis but in this paper we provide it’s reducing testing effort, and provide priority accuracy as far as possible and
compared it to the efficiency of two (Back propagation Network & diagnosis matrix) fault localization techniques. The result shows
that our approach is highly effective, as we can locate more than 90% of the faults by examining the top 20% of the statements in
the ranking list and discuss some of the key issues and concerns that are relevant to fault localization.
Categories & Subjects Descriptors: Software Testing & Backpropagation
Keywords: Prioritize, Test Case Generation, Backpropagation
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper performs the task of locating faults in the program code. While the former aims at generating test data and oracles with
a high fault-revealing power, the latter uses, when possible, all available symptoms (e.g. traces) coming from testing to locate and
correct the detected faults. The richer the information coming from testing, the more precise the diagnosis may be. This need for
testing-for-diagnosis strategies is mentioned in the literature, but the explicit link from testing to diagnosis is rarely made. In, [17]
Zeller et al. propose the Delta Debugging Algorithm which aims at isolating the minimal subset of input sequences which causes
the failure. Delta Debugging automatically determines why a computer program fails: the failure-inducing input is isolated but
fault localization in the program code is not studied.
Considering the issue of fault localization, the usual assumption states that test cases satisfying a chosen test adequacy criterion
are sufficient to perform diagnosis [1].
This assumption is verified neither by specific experiments nor by intuitive considerations. Indeed, reducing the testing effort
implies generating a minimal set of test cases (called a test suite in this paper) for reaching the given criterion. By contrast, an
accurate diagnosis requires maximizing information coming from testing for a precise cross-checking and fault localization. For
example, the good diagnosis results obtained in [9] are reached thanks to a large amount of input test data. These objectives thus
seem contradictory because there is no technique to build test cases dedicated to an efficient use of diagnosis algorithms. The work
presented in this paper proposes a test criterion to improve diagnosis. This test-for-diagnosis criterion (TFD) evaluates the ‘fault
locating power’ of test cases, i.e. the capacity of test cases to help the fault localization task. This TFD criterion allows bridging
the gap between testing and diagnosis: an existing test suite which reveals faults is improved to satisfy the TFD criterion so that
diagnosis algorithms are used efficiently. The goal is to obtain a better diagnosis using a minimal number of test cases.
To define the TFD criterion we identify the main concept that reduces the diagnosis analysis effort. It is called Dynamic Basic
Block (DBB) and depends both on the test data (traces) and on the software control structure. The relationship between this concept
and the diagnosis efficiency is experimentally validated. Experimental results also validate the optimization of test suites that
satisfy the TFD criterion, in comparison with coverage-based criteria. All the experiments use the algorithm proposed by jones et
al. [9] for diagnosis. We apply a computational intelligence algorithm (bacteriological algorithm [3]) to automatically optimize a
test suite for diagnosis, with respect to a criterion. Finally, we use mutation analysis [6, 14] to systematically introduce faults in
programs. The efficiency of a test suite for fault localization is estimated on the seeded faults. This estimate experimentally
validates the benefits provided by the TfD criterion based on DBB for fault localization.
Section 2 details the algorithms proposed by jones et al. [9]. Section 3 investigates the relationship between testing and diagnosis.
The proposed model identifies a test criterion that fits the diagnosis requirements. Section 4 details a technique to automatically
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generate test cases with respect to the criterion defined in section 3. Section 5 presents the experimental validation of the technique
while section 6 discusses the practical use and the scalability of the technique in the testing/debugging process of a program.
Section 7 concludes this paper.
Prioritization
It is a technique which used in several cases to organize something according to its priority. But in this project we use to find faults
and arrange the faults according to its priority.
All the experiments use the algorithm proposed by Jones et al. for diagnosis. We apply a computational intelligence algorithm
(bacteriologic algorithm) to automatically optimize a test suite for diagnosis, with respect to a criterion. Finally, we use mutation
analysis to systematically introduce faults in programs. The efficiency of a test suite for fault localization is estimated on the seeded
faults. This estimate experimentally validates the benefit provided by the TfD criterion based on DBB for fault localization. Since
the scalability issue is crucial when dealing with fault localization, the whole approach is integrated in an optimization process
which allows dealing with the possibly large size of the program under diagnosis.
II. BACKGROUND & DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHMS
After the failure of some test cases on a program, the debugging process consists, first in locating the faults in the source code (this
is called diagnosis), and, second, in fixing them. To reduce the cost of diagnosis several techniques are presented in the literature
to help the programmer locate faults in the program code. Those techniques mainly consist in selecting a reduced set of “suspicious”
statements the tester should examine first to find faults.
Cross Checking Strategies & Diagnosis Accuracy
The cross-checking diagnosis algorithms correlate the execution traces of test cases, using a diagnosis matrix as presented in the
left part of Figure 1. The matrix represents the execution traces for a set of test cases and the associated verdicts. Based on this
matrix, the algorithms determine a reduced set of “suspicious” statements that are more likely to be faulty.
As an example, Figure 1 presents the code of a function that computes the power y of x. A fault has been introduced in the
algorithm at statement (the correct statement would be p:=-y) and, a diagnosis matrix is presented for four test cases. Test case 3
detects the fault. Based only on this test case, the 4 statements executed by test case 3 are equally suspected. Cross-checking
diagnosis strategies correlate several test case executions to order the statements from the less to the most suspect. Considering the
4 test cases and statement 4, one may notice that it is not executed by the failed test case and executed twice by passed test cases.
Intuitively, this statement appears as less suspect than the others. The cross-checking strategies differ from one another by the way
they correlate test cases traces to locate faults.
The relevance of the results of a diagnosis algorithm can be estimated by the number of statements one has to examine before
finding a fault. We define the diagnosis accuracy as the number of statements to be examined before finding the actual faulty
statement and the relative diagnosis accuracy as the corresponding percentage of the source code of the program to examine.
Diagnosis accuracy. For an execution of a diagnosis algorithm, the diagnosis accuracy is defined as the number of statements one
has to examine before finding a fault.
Example: In Figure 1, the diagnosis accuracy obtained with the only test case 3 is 4 since 4 statements are equally suspected
(57%)
Existing Cross-Checking Techniques
This section introduces several cross-checking algorithms from the literature.
In [1], Agrawal et al. propose to compute, for each test case, the set of statements it executes (dynamic slice) and then to compute
the differences (or dices) between the slices of failed and passed test cases. The intuition is that the faulty statement should be in
those dices. But, as the number of dices to examine may be important, the authors propose, as a heuristic, to examine dices from
the smallest to the biggest. In this context, the authors present a tool called X Slice to display dices by highlighting the suspicious
statements in the component’s code. The approach is validated on a C program (914 lines of code) by injecting up to 7 bugs at the
time and using 46 test cases generated by a static test data generation tool.
In [10], Khalil et al. propose an adaptive method to reduce the set of suspicious statements. First, assuming that only one
statement is faulty and that verdicts are “ideal”, the algorithm cross-checks the positive (which verdict is pass) and negative (verdict
fail) execution traces to pinpoint the suspect statements. The authors then describe an adaptive strategy which incrementally
releases the first “single fault” and “ideal verdicts” assumptions, until finding the actual faulty statement. The approach is validated
by injecting faults in several VHDL and Pascal small programs.
In [5], Dall Meier et al. establish a ranking of the suspicious classes in a Java program by analyzing incoming/outgoing sequences
of class method calls (which are called traces in that context). The mathematical model strongly depends on the "distance" between
passing and failing runs. The model highlights the classes which behave very differently between passing and failing runs. A
deviation is relevant in terms of diagnosis if the program runs are strongly related. In their case study, with an average number of
10.56 executed classes, over 386 program runs, the algorithm reduces the search to classes while a random placing of the faulty
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class would result in an average search length of 4.78 classes. Their conclusions are also relative to this sole experiment. In, the
authors introduce the notion of cause transition to locate the software defect that causes a given failure.
The Tarantula approach proposed by Jones et al. [9] makes few assumptions on the quality of verdicts and on the number of
faulty statements. It is validated experimentally with up to 7 faults to locate at the same time. In, an empirical study validates
Tarantula as the best existing technique for fault localization. Thus, we have chosen it for our experiments, and the following
presents more details.
The idea of the algorithm is that faulty statements more frequently appear in the traces of failed test cases than in past test cases.
The algorithm thus orders statements according to a trust value computed from the diagnosis matrix (right part of Figure 1). This
corresponds to the ratio between the percentage of passed test cases that execute a given statement and the total percentage of test
cases that execute this statement.
In addition to this measure, another value is computed for each statement. This value, which we call Intensity(s) for a statement
s, corresponds to the maximum between the percentage of passed test cases and the percentage of failed test cases that execute this
statement. The intuition is that the higher this value is the most accurate the trust measurement should be.
Let us notice that in [9], Jones et al. propose a tool to visualize the results of diagnosis, the notions of trust and intensity are thus
called colour and brightness. Since we do not use explicit visualization here, we find it more appropriate to propose a new
vocabulary not based on visual ideas.
Let s be a statement, %Passed(s) the ratio of passed test cases that execute s and %Failed(s) the ratio of failed test cases that
execute s. The trust in the statement s is computed as:

The technique orders all the statements of the program using the Trust value as the major component and the Intensity value as
the tie-breaker. Statements are then manually examined following the computed order to find the actual faulty statement. For
example, Figure 1 shows the Trust and Intensity values, as well as the Rank for each statement of the POW function. The statement
ranked 1 is the most suspect statement. In this particular example, it happens to be the actual faulty statement. The statements that
have the same ranking are given a rank that corresponds to the lowest number of statements that would need to be examined if one
of these statements was the faulty one.
 It is a technique which used in several cases to organize something, according to its priority.
 And one potential goal of such prioritization is to increase a list of test suites rate of fault detection.
 Many researchers have found several approaches to schedule an order of test execution. Unfortunately, exciting test
prioritization techniques are failed to prioritize tests cases with same priority values and does not find faults as earlier as
possible.
 Consequently those techniques are inefficient to prioritize test suites to detect faults as earlier as possible, as a result this paper
discuss an ability to reserve high prioritize test in multiple suites.

Fig. 1: Diagnosis Matrix and Result

Problem Description
There are many existing technique for Test case Prioritization but there are some drawbacks in some techniques. And those test
case priority don’t give quick result. So this paper proposed a new technique. After some survey on diagnosis matrix based
prioritization it is difficult to make the order when we have trust and intensity value of statements are some for the few test cases.
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A variety of objective functions are applicable, one such function involves rate of fault detection – a measure of how quickly faults
are detected with in the testing process. So to overcome this problem, this research going to combine both diagnosis & BPN for
test case Prioritization.
III. FROM TEST TO DIAGNOSIS
This section presents the ideas and discussion that lead to the main contribution of this work: a test-for-diagnosis criterion. As the
diagnosis uses information collected during the test, the intuition is that the diagnosis should be as accurate as the number of test
cases is high. Unfortunately, this idea is contradictory with test generation practices which consist in minimizing the number of
test cases to satisfy a given test criterion.
Test for Diagnosis Criterion
From the discussions presented earlier, we can conclude that a test suite must at least cover the code to be useful for diagnosis,
and, if it covers the code N time’s diagnosis is improved. This N-coverage (N > 0) criterion is a minimum requirement to apply
the diagnosis algorithm. Going further in the analysis of the problem we have defined an original test criterion that is dedicated to
diagnosis. This criterion is called a test-for-diagnosis (TfD) criterion. In the following of the paper, we investigate and compare
the relevance, for fault localization, of the three criteria proposed in this section: Coverage, N-Coverage and TfD.
Test-for-Diagnosis (TfD) criterion. A test suite satisfies the TfD criterion if it maximizes the number of dynamic basic blocks
distinguished in the program under test.
The TfD criterion is different from classical test criteria in two ways. First, it has a different role: the expected role of test
adequacy criteria is to qualify the fault-revealing power of the tests while, the TfD criterion qualifies the ability of a test suite to
optimize fault localization. Second, this criterion guides the test generation (while the generation distinguishes new DBBs, it
continues), but it does not provide an exact stopping criterion (in terms of an exact number of elements that should be covered).

Fig. 2: Global Test Suite Optimization Process

In practice, the TfD criterion is used to optimize a test suite that has been generated with other criteria and that detects faults in
a program. The idea is to use this criterion to improve the “fault localization power” of an existing test suite. Figure 2 summarizes
this particular usage. Next section presents the bacteriologic algorithm that can be used to automatically optimize a test suite.
IV. AUTOMATIC TEST OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we discuss the problem of automatically optimizing test cases that satisfy the criteria defined in the previous section.
This section adopts the algorithms proposed in [2, 3] to optimize a test suite. As the experimental studies in section 5 will show, it
is well defined suited for the three criteria we are studying in this paper.
Dynamic Test Data Generation
Dynamic test data generation mainly consists in a function that associates a fitness value (related to a test criterion) to each input
of the system. The value of this function is dynamically computed during the system’s execution. The idea is to use this feedback
information to search test data that satisfy the considered test criterion. In practice, test data are incrementally modified to optimize
their fitness value. In this context, the test optimization problem becomes an optimization problem. Traditional optimization
algorithms like gradient descent have been applied to solve this problem [11], but, the most efficient techniques are based on
genetic algorithms that have been successfully applied in several works [13, 16]. However, these works focus on generating one
test case for each test objective but cannot be applied to generate a global test suite. This is the reason why our approach focuses
on the global optimization of a test suite with a dedicated algorithm, called bacteriologic algorithm.
The Bacteriologic Approach
The bacteriologic algorithm is an original adaptation of genetic algorithms as described in [3]. It is designed to automatically
improve the quality of a test suite. The aim of this algorithm is to generate an efficient test suite for a given component under test.
The algorithm also takes into account the number of test cases in the generated set. Since it is specialized for test cases generation,
it is more efficient than the genetic algorithm (faster convergence, easier to tune).
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The algorithm is a pseudo-random algorithm based on the biological process of the bacteriologic adaptation [15], and aims at
generating a test suite that satisfies a given criterion. The algorithm takes an initial test suite as and input (each test case being
modelled as a bacterium). Its evolution consists in series of mutations on bacteria, to explore the whole scope of solutions. The
final test suite is incrementally built by adding bacteria that can improve the quality of the set. Along the execution there are thus
two sets, the solution set that is being built, and the set of potential bacteria.
Bacterium modeling. A bacterium is a test case. In the special case of system testing, a bacterium is an ordered set of commands.
This set must be a legal input for the system under test.
Two operators are needed for this algorithm: a bacterium mutation operator, and a fitness function to evaluate the quality of a
given set of bacteria. The bacterium mutation operator consists in slightly altering the value of bacteria to create a new one that
carries other information. For the case studies presented in this paper, it replaces a command in the set by another licit command.
Bacterium mutation operator. Let B=[c1,…, cn] be a bacterium composed of n commands. Let ci be a randomly selected command
in B. The bacterium mutation operator consists in replacing c i by a randomly generated valid command c’i .
B=[c1,…, ci ,…, cn] → B=[c1,…, c’i ,…, cn]
The fitness function computes the quality (fitness value) of a set of bacteria for a particular criterion. This function serves two
purposes: stop the algorithm when the fitness value of the solution set reaches a particular value, and evaluate the information a
bacterium can add to the solution. Along the execution of the algorithm, a bacterium is added to the solution set if it can improve
the quality of the set. The quality of a bacterium at a given moment is evaluated by the fitness value the solution set would have if
this bacterium was added. We define a fitness function for a bacterium as follows.
Fitness function for a bacterium. Let S be a set of bacteria, and F a fitness function. The fitness f(b) of a bacterium b is computed
as follows: f(b) = F(S∪{b})-F(S). The more information the bacterium can bring to improve the set, the greater fitness value it has.
The fitness value for a test case, is thus related to its efficiency to satisfy a given test criterion. Based on the criteria identified
in the previous section, two fitness functions are defined in the following to optimize test cases for an efficient diagnosis.
Fitness function for statement coverage. Let S be a test suite for a program P, |P| the number of statements of P, and |C(S)| the
number of statements of P covered by S. The fitness function F for statement coverage for S is defined as:
F(S)=|C(S)| / |P|
Fitness function for TfD. Let S be a test suite for a program P and |B(S)| the number of dynamic basic blocks distinguished by
S in P, the fitness function F for TfD is defined as: F(S) = |B(S)|.
These two fitness functions are based on the statement coverage and TfD criteria. A test suite that satisfies the N-Coverage
criterion can also be generated using a bacteriologic algorithm. Since the bacteriologic algorithm is a pseudo-random algorithm,
the resulting test suites are not the same from one execution to another. It is thus possible to produce N tests suites that each covers
all the statements and to merge them to get a new test suite which cover at least N times each statement.
V. VALIDATION TECHNIQUE
The experiments conducted with two case studies aim at validating the ideal model of diagnosis presented section 3.2 and at
comparing the relevance of the TfD criterion with N-coverage. The section starts with the presentation of the experimental process
and the tools we used. Then, it presents the systems under test we studied and details the obtained results.
Experimental Process & Tools
The experimental process used to validate the approach is presented in Figure 3. It consists of 5 steps:
1) The initial test suite is optimized using a bacteriologic algorithm and based on the chosen fitness function (e.g. TfD criterion).
2) Mutants are generated for the program under test
3) Test cases are executed against all mutants. Verdicts and execution traces are collected.
4) Based on the results collected at previous step, a diagnosis matrix is built for each mutant
5) The diagnosis algorithm is executed for each mutant
The whole process can be automated using specific tools. JTracor, produces the execution trace for a particular execution of a
program. JMutator, is a mutation tool for Java which produces mutants for a program using 7 mutation operators detailed in Table
1, and runs a test suite on each mutant. Mutation analysis allows the generation of many faulty versions of a program, and thus
provides trends and replicable results. The source code and documentation for these tools are available at [7]. The bacteriologic
and Jones’ fault localization algorithms have also been implemented for Java programs.
Table – 1
Mutation Operators Implemented by JMutator
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In the first step of the experimental process (Figure 3), the initial test suite that covers all statements is generated. Then, it is
optimized with the bacteriologic algorithm to satisfy the N-Coverage and TfD criteria. It has to be noticed that no oracle function
is needed for the test suite optimization: a new test case is produced based on the fitness function, which is automatically computed
with the execution trace. At the end of the process, an oracle is required only for the additional test cases which have been selected
to satisfy the TfD criterion.

Fig. 3: Experimental Process

Once a test suite is obtained, the experiment aims at estimating its quality for fault localization. This consists in executing the
test suite on several faulty versions of the system under test (mutants), and then applying the fault localization algorithm to evaluate
the accuracy of diagnosis.
JMutator executes the test suites on each mutant and records the verdicts for each test case on each mutant. JMutator uses the
usual oracle for mutation: a test case fails if the result of the mutant is different from the result of the correct program. Thus, for
the case studies, the oracle function is automatic. The test cases are also executed with JTracor to obtain their execution traces.
Both execution traces and verdicts are then used to compute the diagnosis matrix for each mutant version of the program.
The localization algorithm is applied, for each mutant, with the diagnosis matrix, to order the program’s statements from the
most to the least suspicious. Since the actual faulty statement is known by the tool, for each mutant, it is possible to determine the
position of this statement in the list produced by the diagnosis algorithm (diagnosis accuracy). The closer it is from the beginning
of the list the more accurate the diagnosis is. Using all mutants, the average diagnosis accuracy is computed, it estimates the quality
of the test suite for the diagnosis.
Diagnosis Accuracy vs. DBB Size
The first study, with the BOOK system, validates the relationship between the diagnosis accuracy and the size of the DBB that
contains the faulty statement.
Test Suite Optimization
Following the experimental protocol, first tests for the BOOK system are generated. With a fitness function based on code
coverage, the bacteriologic algorithm optimized several test suites. Six test suites were obtained, each composed of 7 to 9 test cases
and covering over 95.6 % and 96.4 % of the system’s code. Let us notice that the code not covered by the test cases appears to be
some exception handling code that is not reachable in the context of our experiments (it consists for instance in catching
input/output errors when reading the input file).
By merging these test suites, we obtain a test suite composed of 47 test cases that covers 96.4% of the code. This test suite
satisfies the 6-coverage criterion and is used to experimentally investigate the relationship between diagnosis accuracy and DBB
size.
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Fig. 4: Ratio of Suspicious Code for Each Mutant

Fig. 5: Sizes of the DBBS Containing the Fault

Faulty Versions of the System
Using JMutator, we obtained 96 mutants of the BOOK system. Each mutant contains a single fault located in any class of the
system. For information, we looked at the quality of the test suite in terms of fault detection: the proportion of mutants detected by
the test cases, also called mutation score. This score is computed by the mutation tool and is equal to 90.6% for the test suite (87
mutants out of 96 are detected). Among the 9 undetected mutants, 4 were not detected because the faulty code is not covered
(exception handling code), and, 5 because some behavior is not tested.
Results
Jones’ diagnosis algorithm is applied on the 87 mutants detected by the test suite (the diagnosis algorithm cannot help locating a
fault if no test case detects it).
The results displayed on Figure 4 clearly illustrate two different behaviours for the algorithm: faults in mutants 1 to 46 are easily
located (in average 4.3% of the system’s code has to be examined before locating the fault) while faults in mutants 47 to 87 are
very difficult to locate. For these last mutants an average of 24.76% of the system code is suspected and it can go up to 43% for
mutants 60 and 68.
Using the diagnosis matrices, we computed the size of the dynamic basic block that contains the actual faulty statement for each
mutant (Figure 5). For mutants 1 to 46 the blocks have an average size of 3.4 whereas the size of DBBs for mutants 47 to 87 is
mostly 90 with few small blocks of 8 statements (average is 60).
It appears that the faults that are difficult to localize are mostly located in large dynamic basic blocks (comparing Figure 4 and
Figure 5), which shows a strong correlation between the size of the dynamic basic block and the accuracy of the diagnosis
algorithm. For this particular experiment, the large dynamic basic block corresponds to the initialization code of the BOOK system.
Conclusion & Discussion
The mathematical model of an ideal diagnosis algorithm presented section 3 identified the size of the dynamic basic blocks as
decisive for diagnosis accuracy. The results obtained on the BOOK system confirm a strong correlation between the size of the
DBB and the diagnosis accuracy: the algorithm performs much better when the DBB containing the fault is small. Similar results
have been observed with the virtual meeting case study.
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This study also shows that the diagnosis algorithm we use is not ideal: the diagnosis accuracy varies from one mutant to another
even if the faulty statement is in the same DBB. This means that the actual faulty DBB is not always ranked as the most suspicious
according to this algorithm. In practice, this is mainly due to the problem of ideal verdicts: some test cases pass even if they execute
a faulty statement. This experiment illustrates that, although the diagnosis algorithm is not ideal, the notion of dynamic basic blocks
is relevant regarding the diagnosis accuracy. This result is encouraging since the TfD criterion we propose section 3.1 is based on
this idea.
VI. THE TEST FOR DIAGNOSIS PROCESS
We now study how to apply the proposed approach in a real diagnosis process through an incremental methodology to deal with
large scale programs.
Methodology
The diagnosis aid techniques considered in this paper are helpful for large programs. The method we proposed for optimizing tests
should then be scalable enough to be applied on large systems. As shown with virtual meeting case study, we approach can be
applied on several thousand statement. Yet, on a much bigger system, even if it is fully automated, the optimization process may
be really time-consuming.
To deal with scalability, we process an incremental methodology, which reduces the diagnosis scope step-by-step. In a large
system, a subset of code must be selected and test cases are improved to maximize the number of DBBs (i.e. minimize the size of
DBBs) in this subset. Several techniques can be used to select this subset of code that contains the fault to locate:
The Tester Expertise
She may allow selecting a particular sub-set of the system’s classes regarding the test cases that failed. More generally, the tester
may know from which sub-system the problem comes.
Using Failed Test Cases Execution Traces
If an error is detected by a test, there is a faulty statement in its trace. To locate this faulty statement, the test suite can be optimized
to distinguish as many DBBs as possible in the set of statements executed by the test case that detects the error.
Using a Diagnosis Algorithm
The most suspicious DBBs are automatically selected by the diagnosis algorithm. Then, the local optimization process is used to
split those DBBs.
Then, the test case optimization will try to break the DBBs in this subset of the program code. Figure 6 summarizes this local
test suite optimization process. Using the local optimization process allows an incremental approach for fault localization and
improves the scalability of the technique. Next section discusses some remaining problems regarding the link between the testing
task and the diagnosis one.

Fig. 6: Local Test Suite Optimization Process

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Conclusion
This work establishes an explicit connection between testing and its prioritization of test suites. Specifically the main contribution
is the identification of “prioritize” the test cases. Which is defined to ensure a quick and satisfactory fault localization or the “fault
locating power” for test suite with respect to the studies of both Diagnosis Matrix and the Back Propagation Network. The technique
is experimentally validated on an OO system made of over a thousand statements. We detail a method to apply this technique on
large programs. This criterion consists in maximizing the number of distinguished dynamic basic blocks. The benefits of such a
criterion are two-fold:
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It allows minimizing the number of test cases required for an accurate diagnosis. It thus reconciles the actual test practices
with the diagnosis requirements.
 It provides a way to automatically estimate the quality of a particular test suite with respect to the diagnosis requirements. This
estimation can be used to improve a test suite in order to improve the efficiency of the diagnosis aid technique.
The technique is experimentally validated on an OO system made of over a thousand statements. We detail a method to apply
this technique on large programs. In future work, experiments will be carried out to evaluate whether classical test adequacy criteria
can efficiently isolate DBBs.
Future Work
Adding the BPN in Diagnosis matrix while locate the fault in test suites is advance concept that much research is going on and
many issues are subjected to be investigated in this domain. Due to the time limitation, our focus was only on prioritize the fault
as far as possible. Though there are many possible directions needed to be explored. The future direction of fault location in test
suites demands. Different application have different sensitivity factors. Different fault localization have different constraints with
respect to varying challenges.
 There are different issues at locate and prioritize the fault. But as per the problem we established the BPN algorithm with
diagnosis matrix to locate the fault in test suites.
 Both method simultaneously check the test suites and locate the fault at a very speed, as far as possible.
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